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I'm in the market for a wireless headset in the $200 range. My main headphones are Beyer DT 770 Pro 80 Ohm, but I'm looking for a wireless set for phone calls, travel, etc. My main concern with a wireless headset is sound quality and latency. The devices they'll combine with are a 2017 Pixel 2 XL and a
2017 MacBook Pro. I listen to almost any kind of music, but they focus mainly on electronics, metal and classics. As the title says, I'm considering the following: Sennheiser HD1 FreeBose SoundSport FreeIs is there a headset I've lost and should consider? Page 2 en-us.sennheiser.com/hd1-wi...Page
2en-us.sennheiser.com/hd1-wi... bhphotovideo.com/c/prod...Page 2bhphotovideo.com/c/prod... I just bought a pair, and I can't find the chart anywhere. I'd like to compare it to my other phones. I'm particularly curious about what the low end curves look like. I'm impressed they actually have a pretty clean
and punchy bass for headphones! I have a love-hate relationship with wireless headphones. The idea is incredibly appealing, but the added complication of charging multiplied by the notoriously meticulous Bluetooth technology still has me clinging to my rat's nest of wires like a fogie who won't give up his
horse-carrying. So when the Sennheiser HD1 wireless headphones over the ear landed on my desk, I was optimistic. It had been a while since I'd given a couple wireless containers a chance, so I reset my expectations and ended up pleasantly surprised. These headphones are a tweaked version of
Momentum Sennheiser's previous wireless model. They are made of high quality materials and feature a retro design that is comfortable as a heck. My sensitive noggin appreciated the mindblowingly-soft skin on the ear cups once I wore them-if I had a salon chair made of that skin, I'd crawl into it and
never get up for the rest of my life. For travel, HD1s fold neatly. Sennheiser includes a neoprene zipper stand, as well as a cord case, so it's easy to protect your headphones without requiring extra purchases. Also included in the box is a micro USB cable for charging and a stereo jack for wired use.
Listening and switching off for a few days made me have confidence in sennheiser's 20-hour battery life estimate–I was able to get the value of three days of mixed play at a cost. Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of HD1s is the single button used for coupling and power. Every time I tried to turn on
these headphones and kept the button down for a while too long, the headphones set same in pairing mode. When it happened, it added about thirty seconds to the activation process, just long enough to aggravate me. Don't get between a man and his podcasts, Sennheiser.Said power button is also
rather flat, and although it's framed by raised dimples, it's often hard to find accurately by touch. The multi-purpose slider switch worked a little more reliably. This slider play/interrupt music, answer phone calls, and slide back and forth for other functions such as volume. To listen to podcasts, these
headphones are more than capable. When it came time to stream more complex music, such as an orchestral movie soundtrack, I was impressed. The HD1s sound crisp on the high end, and they have just enough bass to give a nice punch without overdoing it. Fine details in the orchestra didn't get too



badly tangled, to my surprise. The HD1s should sound even better when used with devices that support AptX, which can stream your music at higher bit rates than normal Bluetooth.Even if it sounds and look great, noise cancellation was kind of a bummer. There's no way to turn it off, and I found it
seemed to get fake from the environmental noise on my commute, reinterpreting cacophonous train sounds in strange blips. I can see the appeal of active noise cancellation when on a plane, but most other times I just want over my ears to have pretty decent isolation without active cancellation. There's
the price. $500 is a lot to pay for headphones, especially if you're used to headphones you can find at the bottom of a Cracker Jack box. Having used the HD1s and the competitive, cheaper Bose QuietComfort 35 over the ears, I think the Bose headphones are actually the best choice for most folks. The
problem with the QC35s, despite their superior noise cancellation and lower price, is that they are not as attractive or as beautifully built as the HD1s Forget the luxurious leather that supplies Sennheiser-Bose coats everything on cheaper vinyl instead. Think bose headphones are too plevian? Audition.
They're comfortable, they sound great, and if you can afford them I think they're worth a try. hii I would like to know if anyone of them have whats bad / good to watch out for.honest I was setting for bose QC35, but somehow love how these look more especially pink ... would like to hear your :D I'm looking
to buy my first set of wireless headphones after being a user of Sennheiser Momentum wired headphones for a while, but getting frustrated by the repeated fraying cables, and general issues that come with wired headphones. I'm torn between Momentum Frees and True Wireless, and was looking for
some buying tips. In short here's where I am at the moment: Free - Pros: Significantly cheaperNo risk of losing a single bud than what falls outButton checks over touchI as the fit (having used the wired version) Longer duration battery (6 hours vs 4) Can be connected to two devices at onceFree - Cons:
Poorer audio qualityBulkier (not decent sized case) Not so water resistant for rain / gym useTrue Wireless - Advantages: Superior sound qualityGing case means remote rechargingNo cablesTrue Wireless - Cons: PriceBattery lifeWide reported battery leakage issuesRependent touch controlsYou can only
connect to one deviceSo, any thoughts here. I I want a real wireless pair, but it seems like it's worth waiting for the next generation for now, and settle for Momentum Frees. Any entrance especially from those who are tired of both will be highly appreciated! Page 2 6 comments Does this app EQ the
system headphones wide (such as changing the settings on it) or is it just a music player with EQ? Because if it's the last one, I really don't see why anyone would ever be stupid enough to use it. I'm trying to figure out why I would bother making an application that is so useless. I'm not sure if this should
be this way or there's something wrong with the headphones and I should return it. So as the title says, I bought Sennheiser HD1 Free and everything was great until I noticed one thing. The problem is if I play sound from one source and then 2nd source tries to interrupt it, 1st source will stop, but 2nd
source will not play. The perfect example is when I listen to music on my phone (Xperia XZ2) on the default music player and open Instagram and scroll through the feed then the topic occurs if I try to play video, video plays, but I can not hear anything. Same thing as the music player + Twitter. Or their
Tik-Tok.I connects to the laptop and a similar issue occurs when playing a youtube video and opening the video file on my computer, the only difference now is that youtube video doesn't stop, but if I stop youtube videos there is still no audio coming from my video file. Without the headset, the phone and
computer act normally, changing the sound from app to app without any problems. I'm not sure if you should try anything else before returning them, I contacted them and their mail was basically if you think they are faulty, send them to this address. Page 2 5 comments Until recently, my sennheiser HD1
wireless headphones had no problem connecting to my computer via bluetooth. For some reason, they have stopped connecting, and I can't connect to them from the computer to either Bluetooth settings or control panel. The headphones will connect to other devices, such as my phone, and the
computer wil find other bluetooth devices. The only thing that changed for my system is I recently got an htc vive, although ive tried disconnecting that to see if the headphones would work, but to no avail. I still accept audio via usb or headphone jack, but I don't buy them to use them wired. I contacted
Sennheiser support via email a few weeks ago, but didn't get an answer. Does anyone else have a solution or advice? PS HD1 is the same as Momentum 2'sPage 2 11 comments comments
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